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Empty lot inspires vision for greener living
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This month’s theme is kids, sustainability and imagination as one of our best tools for rendering the impossible
inevitable: creating sustainable communities.

What I find most appealing — and challenging — about kids is their enormous sense of the possible and how
hard it can be to not squish that wide imaginative embrace while grounding it in a clear understanding of how
much steady persistence it takes to make what you imagine become something physically real in the world.
Ideas are a necessary part of making a vision happen, but they’re not sufficient.

Many adults don’t stretch their imaginations wide. We learn to box ourselves into conventions like the priority of
private over public and dollars over calories.

But I’ve been getting back in touch with my imagination lately, because I don’t think the Fraser Centre high-rise
project is going to happen. The bottom has fallen out of residential and commercial real estate markets. I see
those as signs of a systemic, not cyclical, collapse. If there’s no revival of the debt, growth and fossil-fuel-driven
economy ahead, then only a tiny fraction of the currently unemployed will ever find another 20th century job.
Many more such jobs will go extinct as the complexities of consumptive capitalism unwind. Finding investors to
capitalize on high-rise construction will be too hard.

Borough Councilman Jim Rosenberger said a few weeks ago: “If someone has a better project or thinks this one
won’t get built, I suggest they start sketching their plans ... so we’ll have something to consider for our empty
lot.”

Suppose we take seriously State College’s potential to become a radiating center of the ecosystem renaissance
and our human capacity for mutual bootstrap-ism: neighbors helping neighbors create a regional green-jobs
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economy.

We could decide to build a public downtown Grange market, broadening the original farmers’ advocacy concept
to include the eaters whose lives depend on growers, bakers and brewers.

The reclaimed-brick building is long and low, with a gently sloping roof of recycled red clay tile topped with solar
panels. An ingenious gutter system funnels rainwater into underground cisterns. A glass greenhouse flanks the
south side: passive-solar and open to downtown residents for midwinter seedling starts.

Dozens of raised-bed community garden plots cluster around the building, punctuated by benches, small fruit
trees and bushes, bicycle racks and hand pumps lifting water for irrigation.

The doors at each end are barn red, gracefully arched. Inside, sunlight spills through clerestory windows, warmly
lighting reclaimed barn beams and floors. Subsidized vending stalls sell milk and cheese from Meyer Dairy;
vegetables, fruit, eggs and meats from town gardens and county farms; fresh bread from Gemelli’s; bottled beer
from Otto’s and Elk Creek; bulk staples from Nature’s Pantry and the Granary and more. As late afternoon
shadows lengthen, shoppers head home and vendors close up. Folding chairs come out and the Tussey
Mountain Moon-shiners take the floor.

It’s a prime location, year-round, indoor local-foods market with regular business hours within walking and
biking distance of thousands of kitchens, providing steadier income for regional food producers and more
community resilience overall.

Suppose we make it happen?

Katherine Watt is a State College writer and community organizer. She also is a member of the board of trustees
at the Centre Learning Community as a community representative and board secretary. She can be reached at
katherine_watt@hotmail.com.

She maintains a blog at www.transitioncentrecounty.wordpress.com.
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